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Electromagnetic testing is widely used for the characterization of media or the  detection of defects.
Modeling such experiments significantly helps in mastering these processes. The Department of Imaging
and Simulation for Control (DISC) at CEA LIST develops a simulation platform that addresses the main
non-destructive testing techniques (NDT) developed in-house,  including a boundary  element method
(BEM) dedicated to electromagnetic applications. This solution method most often exploits a suitable
domain decomposition, which results from collaborations in the fields of the BEM as the NDT.  Various
approaches will be discussed and illustrated on applications of electromagnetic non-destructive testing
(ENDT).

We will  present in particular a block-iterative solution approach of the Maxwell problem where each
block corresponds to a component of the current on the geometry. This solution remains stable at low
frequencies  over  a  wide  range  of  electromagnetic  properties  [1].  More  classically,  a  spatial  domain
decomposition  facilitates  the  introduction  of  dedicated  solvers  for  certain  subdomains,  e.g.  modal
solutions on canonical geometries [2]. In yet another approach, a region of interest in the vicinity of a
modelled flaw is isolated and treated as a stand-alone domain, which makes it possible (within conditions
and interpreting that process as the first iterate of a block-iterative solution method) to pre-compute the
signal of the flaw-less object and then restrict the computation of the response induced by a flaw to the
selected sensitive zone. Already explored in a static regime [3], an in-depth study of this approach will be
undertaken  in  a  forthcoming  PhD project  [4]. Finally,  the  recent  adaptation of  the  local  multi-trace
formalism to ENDT configurations allows for the adjacency of distinct components [5] and opens the way
to new subdomain resolution strategies.
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